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Abstract: In the past two decades electronics has been reaching to its limit of miniaturization and a time will come when further miniaturization will not be possible. Spintronics is the key for opening this deadlock. The science of manipulating the spin of electron with or without the charge to get the desired result is known as Spintronics. Magnetic Tunnel junction is a vital element in Spintronics consist of two ferromagnetic electrodes separated by an insulator layer. Scarcely few works, however, have been carried out thus far in modelling and simulation of Magnetic tunnel junction. Acknowledging the fact that the simulation of tri-layer magnetic tunnel junction will provide a valuable insight for further integration of Spintronics in practical devices, a study of magnetic tunnel junction is presented. In this paper we present result of first principle simulation of TMR of Fe/MgO/Fe magnetic tunnel junction and various constraints affecting it sing Atomix-toolkit and NEMO5 Program package. The method in program package is based on carrying out density functional theory (DFT) within the Keldysh Non-equilibrium Green’s function
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1. Introduction

The persistent efforts in device miniaturization by mankind in past few decades lead us to nanometre era of electronic devices where the quantum phenomena of spin and charge took prominent role in device physics. In recent years Magnetic Tunnel Junction is centre of attraction for various researchers due to interesting physics behind it and its application in area like magnetic sensors and data storage technology. Magnetic Tunnel junction consist of an insulator layer (Mgo,Beo) sandwiched between two thin Ferromagnetic electrode (Fe, Ni or Co) in such a way that the magnetization of two ferromagnetic electrode can be switched between parallel and antiparallel state under the influence of external magnetic field.

The following effect was discovered by M.Julliere in year 1975 by taking Fe/Ge-O/Co-junction in consideration at 4.2 K [1]. For practical device applications it is of utmost importance to make sure that insulating layer is very thin so depending upon the relative orientation of magnetization of the two ferromagnetic layers, electrons from one ferromagnetic layer can tunnel through to reach the other metal layer when a bias voltage is applied across the MTJ. This phenomenon is called spin dependent tunnelling (SDT). However TMR decrease precipitously for barrier thickness below 2nm [2].

Equation 1(a) and (b)

\[ \delta = \frac{G_P - G_{AP}}{G_{AP}}, \delta = \frac{I_{PS} - I_{APS}}{I_{APS}} \]

Here \( G_P \) is conductance in parallel state, \( G_{AP} \) is conductance in antiparallel state and similar term goes to tunnelling current. With the theoretical predictions and several experiments TMR ratio is increased to several hundred percent in recent time [7,8].
The simulation and modelling using first principal calculations help us in discovering various new materials for Magnetic tunnel junction application’s [9, 10]. Here in this paper we have studied about Mgo based magnetic Tunnel Junction with Fe as pinned and free layer.

2. Simulation Configuration

In this paper we have built Fe/Mgo/Fe magnetic tunnel junction on Nemo5 and then simulated it for I-V curve and Transmission spectrum in both parallel and antiparallel configurations. The left electrode has no voltage where as we applied a bias voltage on right electrode. In magnetic tunnel junction the I-V curves are result of spin polarized electron transportation. The exchange correlation used is SGGA. The insulator layer we have taken into consideration is up to 8 layers. Here we have used NEMO5 as calculator and cross checked the result with ATK11.08. The mesh cut off and temperature are 90 Hartre and 373 Kelvin. Here work is done on spin-density functional theory and non-equilibrium Green’s functions to estimate the structure and low-bias current/voltage characteristics of magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs) consisting of five MgO barriers sandwiched between Fe, Co and electrodes in both the parallel and anti-parallel magnetization configurations. The tunnelling magneto resistance in the above two described magnetic tunnel junction with increasing bias voltage ranging from (0 to .4v). The decrease in tunnel magneto resistance with bias voltage is in accordance with the experimental values. Here we also worked on deducing other important characteristics like Mulkien population, Density of state matrix, Transmission spectrum and Spin polarization although it can be easily deducted by knowing density of state all are interrelated by each other except transmission spectrum of Mgo.

3. Simulation Results

Figure 3(a) (b) I/V curve of Magnetic Tunnel junction in parallel and anti-parallel configuration from the following figures we can depict that Tunnel current in parallel state is linear and is dependent on bias voltage.

From the I-V curve we have obtained the value of TMR of the From figure 3 and 4 of we got the value the value of Tunnel Magneto Resistance at various bias voltages and what effect does bias voltage cause on the Tunnel magneto resistance of Fe /Mgo/Fe magnetic Tunnel junction various Bias voltage and a graph has been plotted from the graph it has been seen that the Magnetic Tunnel Junction here exhibit a TMR (ratio) of about 100% when voltage is varied between -1 to 1 volt.

The number of layers has been varied in the calculators to get the value of TMR with increased insulator thickness and we have seen that there is small but gradual increase in the TMR up to 7 layers although it is expected to exponentially increase with the thickness of the insulator layer in

Figure 3: I/V curve in Parallel configuration

Figure 4: I/V curve for Antiparallel configuration

Figure 5: TMR (%) Ratio/Voltage Bias
Fe/Mgo/Fe magnetic Tunnel Junction in both parallel and antiparallel states.

The various plots of the factors affecting the Tunnel Magneto resistance are described below and the TMR percentage Ratio Versus Voltage Bias using equation 1(b). In order to see the variation in parallel and anti-parallel resistance with the insulator layer thickness we have varied the insulator layer from 4 to 7 and corresponding plots have been plotted from the following plot we have seen that the resistance in magnetic tunnel junction gradually increased. The electrical aspects arising from external conditions applied like bias voltage and barrier thickness and there effects on internal condition (e.g. Tunneling Magneto Resistance) are shown precisely in the figure below. The simulation results are not exact in line with that of experimented values reported the variation in results are due to various impurities and resonant channels that are present there at the fabrication process.

4. Conclusion

Although several modeling approaches has been used till today to study electrical properties of Magnetic tunnel junction but none can accurately predict the electrical properties of Magnetic Tunnel Junction. In this paper we have used SGGA band structure calculation for Fe/Mgo/Fe Magnetic Tunnel Junction to obtain I/V curve for parallel and anti-parallel states .From the I/V curve we have calculated The Tunnel Magneto resistance at various bias voltages(-1.5 - 1.5). The parallel and anti-parallel states are also simulated against varying insulator thickness from 4 to 7 layers. A gradual increase is seen in resistance when varied through four to seven layers. In this we have used NEFG-DFT formalism to examine the case of Fe/Mgo/Fe magnetic tunnel junction and it is seen that tunneling properties Of magnetic tunnel junction is strongly influenced by voltage bias and insulator thickness of the layer.

5. Future Work

The above described work can further improved by adding various conditions like thermal and stress distribution effect on the simulated magnetic tunnel junction also the study of noise sources of MT J and the defects in the barrier can be studied for further development of Magnetic tunnel junction..
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